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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE:

IMIT a premier centre of Management and Computer Studies under the aegis of Biju Patnaik University of Technology (BPUT), Orissa, was started in the year 1962. IMIT was the only and oldest Institute of its kind under the Government of Orissa. It has been taken over by the BPUT, Orissa as one of its Constituent Colleges in the year 2006. In the recent years it has carved out a niche among other Institutes offering MBA and MCA Program in the State. It is a unique and prestigious Institute of the State offering professional courses like, MBA and MCA and it has been endeavouring its best to groom the students to cater to the ultimate expectations of the public and private enterprises. To explore the opportunities of a developing as well as global economy this Institute has been emphasizing on quality inputs and outputs while accelerating the value-based quality education.

IMIT is situated amidst the educational hub of the millennium city, Cuttack, which is well connected by roadways, railway and airway. Cuttack Railway Station is just 2 kms away from the Institute and the nearest airport in Bhubaneswar is just 30 km away.

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY:

Biju Patnaik University of Technology (BPUT), Orissa, the only technical university of the State Government was established in 2002 through the enactment BPUT Act, 2002. All technical and professional education like B.E/ B.Tech, M.E/M.Tech, MBA, MCA, B.Pharm/ M.Pharm etc. are regulated as per rules of Board of Studies and Academic Council’s decision of the University. At present BPUT has 6 Constituent Colleges including IMIT, Cuttack and more than 120 privately managed affiliated colleges offering the aforesaid courses, BPUT is so far known for its non-negotiable academic calendar and has been earning high reputation in the Country for its substantial quality in education, for which all the colleges under BPUT are being able to attract good quality students not only from the neighbouring states but also from across the country.

IMPORTANCE OF THE COURSE:

Over the past few years, there has been a sizable demand for admission in the MBA course and so also the demand for sectoral specialization like Banking, Insurance, Retailing, Hospital Administration; Logistic etc. have also gone up. The Institutes has been receiving queries very often from middle/level working executives in the corporate sector not having a MBA degree to undergo such courses to upgrade their career progression. There are many instances where in working professionals have been quitting jobs and joining MBA Institutes for acquiring business fundamental in their respective fields. The course in MBA-Part time is primarily designed to cater to such demands relevant to these people. In the aforesaid context this Institute while accelerating the growth of management education in the state realizes the importance of Part time MBA program for working executives in order to give a fillip to their career.
OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE:

- To give a new dimension to the career growth of working executives in the state.
- To cater to the demand for management education of professionals from different disciplines.
- To help up-bring professional approach among various functional departments of the state by way of receiving employees from such departments as students.
- To contribute to the state’s economy and development process by inviting participation of employees as students from developmental sectors.
- To amalgamate hands on experience of the working executives with the pedagogy of management teaching of the Institute.
- To share ideas both in practice and theory with the student-turned working executives.
- To develop, reserve and share tacit knowledge from various corporate sector in the form of participation of working executives as students.
- To create and conserve various success stories as case studies for budding managers.

COURSE BENEFICIARIES:

Part time MBA program under BPUT has been designed primarily to target young and middle aged executives of Government, public and private undertakings who are suffering from early and mid-career crisis due to lack of professional qualification. Moreover, professionals like practicing Doctors, Lawyers, Entrepreneurs and freelancers may also take this opportunity to groom their business acumen for further development in their respect fields.

COURSES COVERED AND EXAMINATION:

Part time MBA Program under BPUT, Orissa is of 3 years duration in Semester mode. A student in the said course has to appear end Semester mode. A student in the said course has to appear end Semester exam as per the academic calendar of the University, apart from internal assessment exam at the institutional level as per rules of examination of the University from time to time.

A student has to cover specialization courses in any two of the disciplines like HRM, Finance, Marketing, Systems etc. Besides, the courses also cover sectoral specialisation such as Banking and Insurance, Hospital Administration, Retail Management, Systems and IT etc., apart from courses in core area like Behavioural Sciences, Financial and Management Accounting, HR and Industrial Relation, Industrial and Business Laws, MIS, Managerial Economics and QT.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Minimum qualification for taking admission into MBA (PT) Program is any graduate with 50% marks in aggregate with minimum 2 years work experience in Supervisory capacity in any organization. Practicing professionals with 50% marks in aggregate with two years experience are also eligible.
ADMISSION PROCEDURE:

Application Form for admission: Students seeking admission to this course of the Institute shall have to apply through an Application Format, available in the Website (www.imit.ac.in) and may also purchase the same from the office of the Institute during office hours by paying a sum Rs. 200/- in the form of Demand Draft in favour of IMIT, Cuttack payable at Cuttack. Students who will download the application form shall have to submit the same along with the Demand Draft of Rs.200 /- to the Institute within the stipulated date.

Documents to be submitted along with the application form:

1. Copies of certificates and mark sheets of all exams starting from HSC.
2. Four passport size photographs.
3. Work Experience certificates.
4. No objection certificate from Employer.

SELECTION PROCEDURE:

Eligible students seeking admission to the course shall have to appear before a Selection Committee for personal interview / GD. As regards selection of candidates for admission, the decision of the selection committee shall be final and binding. No. of seats: 60.

FEE STRUCTURE:

Students taking admission in MBA (PT) course shall have to pay the following fees;

i) Course fee per annum- Rs. 20,000/-

ii) University Regn. Fee Rs. 3,000/- (One time)

iii) University Examination Fee per Semester. Rs. 3,000/-

A student in MBA (PT) shall have to pay a sum of Rs. 26,000/- for the first year and 23,000/- per annum for the rest two years.

Important Dates related to Admission

Last date of submission of application: 30.06.2014

Date of Personal Interview / GD: 15.07.2014

Date of Admission (as per merit list): 05.08.2014

Classes will conducted in evening hours in Saturdays (5 P.M. to 9 P.M.) and in day time in Sundays (8 A.M. to 2 P.M.).